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Abstract—Estimating the size of a software system is a critical task due to the nature of the activity and the implications the estimation has in the management of the development project. There are some widely accepted estimation techniques: Function Points, Use Case Points and Cosmic Points, but these techniques can only be applied after the availability of a requirements specification. In this paper, we propose an approach to estimate the size of an application previous to a requirements specification by using the application language itself, captured by the Language Extended Lexicon (LEL). Our approach is based on Use Case Points and on a technique which derives Use Cases from LEL. The proposed approach provides a measure of the application’s size earlier than the usual techniques, thus reducing the effort needed to apply it. An initial experiment was conducted to evaluate the proposal.

Index Terms—Requirements specifications, Domain Analysis, Language Extended Lexicon, Use Case Points, Software Sizing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimating the size of a software system is a critical task since this estimation is used to plan the software system construction. Software development can fail even when the project uses estimations and planning. Thus, without reliable estimations and project planning, software development will inevitably encounter problems.

There are three widely accepted estimation techniques: Function Points [2], Cosmic Points [12] and Use Case Points [18]. Function Points allow us to estimate the size of an application from the decomposition of the application into basic functions and files. Cosmic Points analyze functions that input, store, retrieve and output data. Use Case Points (UCP) rely on Use Cases (UC) to estimate the software size. Though these techniques have been widely used in practice, they are being adjusted continuously [17] [10] [19] [24] [12].

In order to apply any of these techniques, we need to elicit information to gain a deep understanding of the application so that we can identify functions or Use Cases, then write them and afterwards perform the counts. These techniques can only be applied after requirements elicitation, analysis, and specification have been carried out. But, generally, in order to build software, projects are agreed upon previously to the existence of a requirements specification.

Thus, we need approaches which can estimate the size of the software at a very early stage and obtain an objective measure, i.e., we need an approach which allows the project manager to obtain a preliminary estimation with little effort in order to use this information to sign a contract.

In this paper, we propose an approach to estimate the size of an application prior to requirements specification. We use the Language Extended Lexicon (LEL) [21] to capture the application language and we analyze it to estimate the application’s size. It is possible to identify ontologies [9], crosscutting concerns [5] and requirements [4] all from LEL. Use Cases can be derived from LEL [4] and Use Case Points can be applied to these Use Cases [18]. Thus, inspired by Use Case Points and considering Use Case derivation from LEL, we set out to develop the proposed strategy. Our approach analyzes LEL in much the same way as Use Case Points analyze Use Cases, considering the correlation between LEL and Use Cases in terms of the derivation strategy proposed in [4]. It is important to mention that although LEL points are similar to Use Case Points, our approach can be used at an earlier stage than Use Case Points, since it is applied directly to the LEL and no derivation or writing of Uses Cases is needed.

People who regularly use LEL will benefit from this approach. Once they have built the LEL, they need to elicit requirements and analyze them, and they must capture this knowledge in the previously built LEL. Then, they can apply our approach with a refined LEL. Thus, they do not need to produce a requirements specification to apply a traditional technique.

We propose a technique to obtain a measure of the LEL similar to the measure of Unadjusted Use Case Points (UUCP) from the Use Cases. That is, a measure of the functionality of the application. This is possible since LEL captures the language of the application and some of the expressions captured will be verbs. These verbs are related to Use Cases [4]. Thus, we claim that the size of LEL (which we refer to as LELP) could be used instead of UUCP in the estimation with Use Case Point techniques. We performed a case study to show the applicability of our approach and we carried out an experiment in order to verify
its effectiveness. Although the initial results are satisfactory, we need to continue assessing and evaluating the strategy.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 presents the background necessary to understand the approach. Section 3 describes the estimation approach. Section 4 provides an example. Section 5 shows a case study. Section 6 presents the evaluation process. Section 7 describes related works. Finally, section 8 brings forward some conclusions and future works.

II. BACKGROUND

This section presents the Language Extended Lexicon, the technique we use to model the application and from which we measure the size of it. The Use Case Point technique is also presented here, as the approach we propose is based on it.

A. Language Extended Lexicon (LEL)

LEL [21] is a glossary whose goal is to record the definition of terms that belong to a domain. It is tied to a simple idea: understand the language of a problem, without worrying about the problem.

Terms (symbols) are defined through two attributes: notion and behavioural responses. Notion describes the intrinsic and substantial characteristics of the symbol (denotation), while behavioural responses (connotation) describe the link between the term being described and others.

There are two principles that must be followed while describing symbols: the circularity principle (also called closure principle) and the minimal vocabulary principle. The circularity principle states that the use of LEL symbols must be maximized when describing a new symbol. The minimal vocabulary principle states that the use of words that are external to the Lexicon must be minimized. These principles are vitally important in order to obtain a self-contained and highly connected LEL. Connections among symbols determine that LEL can be viewed as a graph.

Each symbol of the LEL belongs to one of four categories: subject, object, verb and state. This categorization guides and assists the requirements engineer with the description of attributes. Table 1 shows each category with its characteristics and how to describe them.

Some examples of LEL symbols are presented here. The classic bank application is used to show symbols from each category. The example consists in a bank which allows its clients to open and close accounts. If the account is activated (open) the client can deposit or withdraw money and consult the balance. The bank can also perform a cash audit.

The following symbols from the bank application are presented. It is important to mention that in the written descriptions we underline the terms which correspond with other defined symbols in order to show the application of the circularity principle. The following examples are: subject client in figure 1; object account in figure 2; verb withdraw in figure 3; and state activated in figure 4.

TABLE 1. LEL CATEGORIES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Notion</th>
<th>Behavioral responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Active elements which perform actions</td>
<td>Characteristics or condition that subject satisfies</td>
<td>Actions that subject performs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object</td>
<td>Passive elements on which subjects perform actions</td>
<td>Characteristics or attributes that object has</td>
<td>Actions that are performed on object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>Actions that subjects perform on objects</td>
<td>Goal that verb pursues</td>
<td>Steps needed to complete the action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Situations which subjects and objects can be in</td>
<td>Situation represented</td>
<td>Actions that must be performed to change into another state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject: client
Notion
Person that operates an account.
Behavioral responses
The client can open an account.
The client can deposit money into his account.
The client can withdraw money from his account.
The client can consult his account balance.
The client can close an account.

Object: account
Notion
The account has a balance.
Behavioral responses
The client can open an account.
The client can deposit money into his account.
The client can withdraw money from his account.
The client can consult his account balance.
The bank performs a cash audit.
The client can close an account.

Verbs: withdraw
Notion
Act of taking money from the account.
Behavioral responses
The bank must check that the account has enough money to perform the withdrawal.
The bank must check that the owner of the account has not withdrawn more times than the limit allows.
The bank must check that the owner of the account doesn’t have any credit card debts.
The bank reduces the balance of the account according to the amount withdrawn.

Fig. 1. Client symbol description.

Fig. 2. Account symbol description.

Fig. 3. Withdraw symbol description.
B. Use Case Points (UCP)

The Use Case Point method is a software sizing and measurement that uses Use Case Documents and is based on work done by Gustav Karner in 1993 for a diploma thesis at the University of Linkoping [18]. His work is an adaptation of that done by Allen Albrecht on function points [2]. Use Case Points states that the time to construct the application is affected by:
(i) The number and complexity of the Use Cases.
(ii) The number and complexity of the actors.
(iii) The technical requirements of the application, such as concurrency, security and performance.
(iv) Various environmental factors such as the development team’s experience and knowledge.

UCP analyzes Use Case scenarios, actors and various technical and environmental factors:
(i) Unadjusted Use Case Points (UUCP). This value includes complexity of the Use Cases and the actors.
(ii) Productivity Factor (PF).
(iii) Technical Complexity Factor (TCF).
(iv) Environment Complexity Factor (ECF).

All these factors are joined into the following equation:

\[ UCP = UUCP \times PF \times TCF \times ECF \]

1) Unadjusted Use Case Points (UUCP). Unadjusted Use Case Points are calculated based on two values:
(i) The Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW) based on the classes, database entities, and the total number of activities (or steps) contained in all the Use Case Scenarios.
(ii) The Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW) based on the combined complexity of all the Use Cases Actors.

2) Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW). Individual use cases are categorized as Simple, Average or Complex, and weighed mainly depending on the classes, database entities, and the number of steps they contain. The following table summarizes the characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Another system through an API</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Another system through a protocol. A person through a text-based user interface</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>A person through a graphical user interface</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW). Actors are classified as Simple, Average or Complex in relation to the external interface they represent in the software system. Human interacting through graphical user interface is the Complex level, while another software system which interacts through an API is the Simple rank. The following table summarizes the characteristics of the actors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>It is a simple user interface and accesses only a single database entity; its success scenario has 3 steps or less; its implementation involves less than 5 classes.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>It involves more interface design and accesses 2 database entities; between 4 and 7 steps; its implementation involves between 5 and 10 classes.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>It involves a complex user interface or processing and accesses 3 or more database entities; over seven steps; its implementation involves more than 10 classes.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Productivity Factor. The Productivity Factor (PF) is a ratio of the number of man hours per Use Case Point based on past projects. If no historical data has been collected, a figure between 15 and 30 is suggested by industry experts. A typical value is 20.

5) Technical Complexity Factors. Thirteen standard technical factors exist to estimate the impact on productivity that various technical issues have in an application. Each factor is weighed according to its relative impact. A weight of 0 indicates the factor is irrelevant, while value 5 means that the factor has the most impact.

6) Environmental Complexity Factors. Eight environmental complexity factors are defined and they must be weighed in a similar way as technical complexity factors. According to Ribu [26], Environmental factors play a very important role in the estimation. A slight variation will increase the Use Case Point by a very drastic amount.

III. OUR APPROACH

The counting scheme proposed must be applied to a LEL which describes symbols of a specific application. It is important to mention that the LEL must not describe an application domain language which can give origin to several different applications; instead, the LEL must describe a specific application. Thus, before performing the counting scheme, the application domain LEL must be refined into a specific application LEL, for example by removing the verb symbols which will not be developed as functionality.
The counting scheme proposed is based on the Use Case Points estimation technique. Since Use Cases can be derived from LEL [4], we designed a counting scheme that makes the same calculations done in Use Case Points, but the calculations are made in LEL using the relationship in the information from both models. It is worth mentioning that the measure calculated with this approach is equivalent to Unadjusted Use Case Points (UUCP), which we refer to as Unadjusted LEL Points (ULELP). This measure includes Unadjusted Verbs Weight (UVW) and Unadjusted Subject Weight (USW) which are equivalent to Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW) and Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW). Our approach does not consider measures equivalent to: (i) Productivity Factor, (ii) Technical Complexity Factors and (iii) Environmental Complexity Factors. Since ULELP is based on UUCP and considering that (i), (ii) and (iii) do not depend on functionality described by Use Cases, occasionally the UCP framework for (i), (ii) and (iii) can be used with ULELP. The rest of the section describes how to calculate USW and UVW.

A. Unadjusted Subject Weight (USW)

The measure of UAW in UCP consists in analyzing the actors who use the application. These actors are modeled as symbols of the subject category in LEL descriptions according to [4]. Thus, subject symbols must be ranked in a similar way as actors of UCP are ranked.

TABLE 4. SUBJECT RANKS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Another system through an API</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Another system through a protocol. A person through a text-based user interface</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>A person through a graphical user interface</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Unadjusted Verb Weight (UVW)

The measure of UUCW in UCP consists in analyzing the following characteristics for each piece of functionality (UC): (i) user interface, (ii) access to database entity, (iii) number of steps in the success scenario and (iv) number of classes that involve its implementation. Most of this information is also present in LEL according to [4].

Although LEL models the language of an application, in order to apply this strategy we must consider that the language corresponds to a specific application, thus we must analyze the user interface in the same way as it is analyzed in UCP.

The UC has a description of the main success scenario. In verb symbols, this description is given in their behavioral responses. Therefore, the number of steps is counted according to the number of steps in behavioral responses. Database entities and classes must be analyzed from this attribute.

Since LEL describes the language of the application, it does not explicitly mention database entities or classes. Nevertheless, LEL considers symbols of the category object and subject, which are related to database entities and classes. Wirfs-Brock et al. [30] also make this connection when they relate nouns to objects. Then, in an Object Oriented application, some objects will be persisted into a database, thus, they can be considered database entities.

In general, every object symbol of LEL can be considered a database entity in UCP. But as LEL is very detailed, it can have descriptions of object symbols which are not commonly described in UC, and they will only appear in a detailed Entity Relationship model as attributes instead of entities. Thus, symbols of the object category and with a low level of detail must not be considered. What must be taken into account are symbols of the subject category which are used passively. Although they are subjects, if they are used passively as objects they must be considered objects too.

The last element to count in UC is the number of classes that involve its implementation. In LEL description, subject symbols are candidates to be implemented as classes because they are active elements which perform actions (this is the definition of a class). Nevertheless, we must also consider objects and count them when they perform actions too.

Finally, the following table describes how to rank verb symbols.

TABLE 5. VERBS RANK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Type</th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;=3</td>
<td>&lt;=4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>&gt;7</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. AN EXAMPLE

In this section we show how to apply the strategy proposed. An example is given of a small application extracted from a bigger Human Resources Management application. We mainly describe how to rank and measure three verb symbols in order to exemplify the strategy. Although the example is very small, it depicts the three situations that can be encountered when applying the counting strategy.

The rest of the section is organized in the following way. First, a description of the application is given. Then, the symbols of LEL identified from the application are shown. Finally, subject and verb symbols are described and analyzed according to the strategy proposed so as to rank them.

A. The Application

The software application’s goal is to manage vacation periods for the employees of a company. Employees have a certain number of vacation days per year. This number
depends on how many years the employee has been working for the company. When the employee requests a vacation period, the request needs two authorizations to become effective. First of all, the Human Resources Department must verify that the employee is not requesting more days than those he is allowed to take. After that, the employee’s manager must analyze the project schedule in order to determine whether or not the employee’s presence is essential at work in the vacation period he has requested.

B. LEL

The symbols identified from the vacation management application are summarized in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>Vacation</td>
<td>Request</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources Department</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Verify request</td>
<td>Verified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Analyze</td>
<td>request</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Ranking of Elements

ULELP is calculated from USW and UVW. There are 3 subjects in the example: employee, human resources department, and manager. We can consider that the application will have a graphical user interface. Thus, each subject is considered complex and its weight is 3. So, there are 3 subjects with a weight of 3 each. Therefore, USW is 9.

In the following paragraphs we describe each verb symbol and also analyze steps, objects and subjects in order to rank them. In general, all the user interfaces are simple, so they are not mentioned. The first verb symbol is request vacation, which is described in the following figure.

The strategy demands to analyze three variables in order to rank the symbol: (i) number of steps, (ii) number of objects and (iii) number of subjects. All of them are related to behavioural responses. The number of steps in the behavioural responses are two, shown in each sentence. Although the number of objects in the behavioural responses are also two (period and vacation request), we must consider only one object: vacation request, because period would actually be an attribute of vacation request, and would therefore not be an object, so it must not be taken into account. Finally, the number of subjects is two: employee and Human Resources Department. According to these variables, the verb symbol request vacation must be ranked as a simple verb. The following table summarizes this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Type</th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following verb symbol to analyze is verify request, which is described in the following figure.

The number of steps is three, because there are three sentences in the behavioural responses. The number of objects in the behavioural responses is one (vacation request), but we must count one more object. Although employee is a subject symbol, it is used as an object, so two objects must be counted. Finally, the number of subjects is two: Human Resources Department and employee. Although three variables are in simple rank, there is one variable in average rank. Using the same criteria as UCP, the verb symbol verify request must be ranked as an average verb. The following table summarizes this information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Type</th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last verb symbol to analyze is analyze request. It is described in figure 8. The number of steps in behavioural responses is one. Although the manager needs to do some comparison with the project schedule, the contrast he must do is beyond the scope of the application, that is why the symbol contrast is not defined and there are no more steps in describing the constraint. The number of objects is one: vacation request. The schedule tasks are mentioned, but they are beyond the scope of the application, too. Finally, the number of subjects is one: Manager. According to these
variables, the verb symbol *analyze request* must be ranked as a simple verb. It is important to mention that the application only needs to make it possible for the manager to accept or reject the *vacation request*. This functionality is very easy to implement, so ranking it as simple makes sense. TABLE 9 summarizes this information.

![Verb: analyze request](image)

**TABLE 9. RANKING OF THE ANALYZE REQUEST SYMBOL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Type</th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summing up, USW is 3+3+3, and UVW is 5+10+5. Thus, ULELP is USW + UVW, that is, 29. This value could be used instead of UUCP in UCP. Adding the Technical Complexity Factor (TCF), the Environment Complexity Factor (ECF) and the Productivity Factor (PF), an effort estimation in man hours could be reached.

**V. CASE STUDY**

In order to verify and prove the applicability of the approach, we applied the counting strategy to a real software system. The system is an open government platform which integrates different tools: a social network, a content repository, instant messaging, voice over IP communication, and many others. Some of the tools were developed by us while others were open source software. The development began in 2010 and nowadays there are 22 team members who play different roles: leaders, architects, analysts, testers, UX designers, and developers.

We built the LEL with the knowledge gathered from being part of the team and we also consulted a document in order to validate the completeness of the LEL. The vision and scope document was used. This document describes the boundaries and the features of the system, but it does not describe the requirements. It is worth mentioning that we use this document because the focus of the case study is to verify the counting strategy and not to assure the completeness of the LEL. The analyst needs to elicit and analyze requirements to refine the LEL. This activity can be done either interacting with a stakeholder or using the vision and scope document as we did for this case study. Moreover, we need a LEL and Use Cases that represent the same system in order to compare their measures, thus we need to ensure that both models represent the same functionality.

We identified a total of 234 symbols. The number of symbols from each category are shown in the following table.

**TABLE 10. NUMBER OF SYMBOLS FOR EACH CATEGORY OF THE SOCIAL NETWORK SYSTEM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the subjects correspond to people using the system though a graphical user interface. Thus, they are ranked as complex. Each of the 8 subjects has a weight of 3, so USW is 8 * 3 = 24. Then, verbs are ranked according to the following table:

**TABLE 11. VERBS RANK.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, UVW is 140 * 5 + 23 * 10 + 7 * 15 = 1035. Finally, the Unadjusted LEL Points (ULELP) is USW + UVW = 1059. This case study allows us to verify the applicability of the approach and the proximity between the measure of ULELP and UUCP. The strategy to measure USV is quite simple and similar to UAW in UCP. We identified 8 subject symbols which match the 8 actors identified in the Use Case analysis. Thus, considering that the application has a graphical user interface, USW was 24 (equal to the UAW).

The weight of verbs is different from the weight of Use Cases. The main difference arises from the functionality related with workflows. Each transition of the workflow was modeled as an individual verb symbol, while one Use Case describes functionality related to several steps in the workflows. Thus, 12 verbs were ranked as simple while the same functionality was represented by 4 Use Cases ranked as average. There were also 10 verb symbols ranked as simple while their related functionality was modeled into 2 Use Cases ranked as complex. This was a remarkable difference in the definition of LEL and Use Cases. The difference had an impact on the measurement, but it was small. The weight related to these symbols was 110, while the weight related to the Use Cases was 70.

There were other verb symbols which were ranked as a different category from their related Use Cases. These 11 verb symbols were ranked as simple while their related Use Cases were ranked as complex. The reason for the different ranks lies in the description of the symbols, as they were not fully described, that is, their related Use Cases have more information than the LEL symbols.
The following table summarizes the Use Case ranks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, UUCW is $107 \times 5 + 28 \times 10 + 19 \times 15 = 1100$. Finally, the Unadjusted Use Case Points value (UUCP) is $UAW + UUCW = 1124$.

In summary, the ULELP and UUCP measures were similar. In fact, they were quite close: 1059 and 1100 respectively. The analysis of UAW and USW is similar in both approaches, so it is not necessary to perform more evaluation. The analysis of UUCW and UVW depends on the construction of each model. The description of functionality related to workflows is modeled in a different way in LEL and UC. Although the weight of both models was quite close too, we must continue to consider and study this situation.

VI. EVALUATION

An experiment was done in order to assess the accuracy of the strategy proposed. Since our approach is based on Use Case Points, the experiment consisted in comparing our strategy with Use Case Points. The previous case study showed that the difference between Use Case Points and LEL Points lies in the Unadjusted Use Case Weight and the Unadjusted Verb Weight. Unadjusted Actor Weight and Unadjusted Subject Weight were equal in both strategies, thus we focused on contrasting UUCW with UVW in the experiment. There are four attributes that define UUCW and UVW: (i) user interface (UI), (ii) database entities / objects, (iii) steps, and (iv) classes / subjects. Since the analysis of UI is similar in both approaches, we did not consider this attribute in the experiment. We decided to design an experiment where we provided the participants with a description of Use Cases and LEL, so we could measure the subjectivity in the application of the strategy with the same model. It is irrelevant to compare steps between Use Cases and LEL, because this measure is objective. We were particularly interested in comparing how subjective the identification of the other two variables is in the two strategies. The goal of the experiment is described according to the Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) method formulated by Basili et al. [7]:

Analyze Unadjusted Use Case Weight and Unadjusted Verb Weight

for the purpose of contrasting the variables “database entities vs object” and “Classes vs Subjects”

with respect to accuracy.

The participants of the experiment were 18 students from a Computer Science postgraduate course. The experiment was part of the course activities. All the students had a degree in Computer Science and experience in the software development industry, some of them as developers, others as analysts and some others as team leaders. Some participants were also teachers at University. The majority of the participants were Argentinian, but there were also people from Colombia.

The materials used consisted of a slide show presentation, a basic guide about how to apply Use Case Points and LEL Points, and a description of the application, which was an issue tracker system. Three different materials were produced: (i) a colloquial description, (ii) Use Cases and (iii) a LEL. From the same colloquial description, 10 Use Cases and their related verb symbols were described. This functionality was: (i) create an issue, (ii) assign an issue, (iii) start, (iv) pause, (v) finish and (vi) cancel working on an issue, (vii) break down an issue, (viii) browse issues, (ix) calculate working factor for each member (in order to perform resource leveling) [25], and (x) perform resource leveling.

The experiment was carried out during a class. At the beginning of the experiment, the participants were instructed how to calculate UCP and LELP (all the participants were instructed in both strategies). Then, two groups were formed. A group of 9 students was asked to apply Use Case Points while another group of 9 students was asked to apply LEL points. We decided to make two groups of people and ask them to apply only one strategy each in order to avoid bias from one technique to the other. The participants were asked to complete the counting in two hours. First, they needed to read the description of the application, because they were not given any information about it during the presentation, in which only the counting strategies were described. After that, every participant had to provide the following information for each Use Case or Verb: (i) Database entities or Objects identified and (ii) Classes or Subjects identified.

The analysis consisted in calculating the variance for each attribute in each technique for every requirement. These variances allow us to determine the accuracy of the techniques. The number of participants is small in order to obtain statistical results. Nevertheless, the experiment allows us to obtain general qualitative information to make adjustments and carry out the experiment again with more participants. For this reason, instead of showing the values for each variance, we categorize situations into four groups according to the difference in variance:

(A) Both LELP and UUCP variances are low and close to each other. Both techniques are equally good.

(B) LELP variance is low; UCP variance is high. LELP is more accurate than UCP.
(C) LELP variance is high; UCP is higher. Neither approach is accurate, but this high variance does not impact on the ranking of both strategies.

(D) LELP variance is high; UCP is higher. Neither approach is accurate, but this high variance impacts on the ranking of both strategies.

TABLE 13. COMPARISON OF THE VARIANCE OF EACH VARIABLE IN USE CASE AND LEL FOR ALL THE REQUIREMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req</th>
<th>Variance of Database Entity in UCP</th>
<th>Variance of Objects in LELP</th>
<th>Variance of Classes in UCP</th>
<th>Variance of Subjects in LELP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vii</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In relation to database entities / object comparison, both techniques were equally good in 4 out of 10 requirements. Features i (create an issue) and vii (break down an issue) were more accurate ranked with LELP than with UCP. Features viii (browse issues), ix (calculate working factor) and x (perform resource leveling) were not accurate in either technique.

In relation to class / subject comparison, both techniques were equally good in 8 out of 10 requirements. Features ix (calculate working factor) and x (perform resource leveling) were not accurate in either technique, but as the ranks are 0-4, 5-10 and 11-more this difference did not impact on rank definition.

In summary, LELP variance was equal to or better than UUCP. We can thus claim that LELP is more accurate than UUCP. We believe the reason for this is that participants must count objects and subjects and they are assisted in this by LEL symbols, while they do not have this help when they rank with UCP. This experience allows us to design a new experiment with more participants in order to prove this finding statistically. Moreover, the new experiment will include the description of Use Cases and LEL by participants, so as to assess variance in number of steps.

Feldt et al [13] state the importance of analyzing threats to the validity of the study and the results. Wohlin et al. [31] group validity threats into four categories: conclusion, internal, construct and external validity. The following paragraphs analyze different threats from each category.

Concerning conclusion category, one possible threat is random heterogeneity of subjects. The participants are heterogeneous as regards years of experience in industry, but there is homogeneity as regards overall experience. Since the application of the technique is very simple, heterogeneity of subjects does not represent any threat.

The second category of threats to analyze is internal validity. Selection is the main threat to internal validity. In order to tackle the effect of natural variation in human performance we selected people with experience in the application domain and in requirements engineering, but with no experience in the approaches we analyzed. Then, we carried out a randomization to assign subjects to treatments.

According to the construct validity category, we observed that the experiment did not suffer from such threats referred to as hypothesis guessing, evaluation apprehension or experimenter expectancies. The subjects were not familiar with the approaches, so they could not force specific results. Also, the experiment did not have to deal with the interaction of different treatments, because each subject was assigned only one treatment, so there was no bias.

Sjöberg et al [27] state that many threats to external validity are caused by an artificial setting of the experiment. Taking this into account, we set up an experiment which had the complexity of a small but real application (a real application was developed in an organization where one of the authors works).

VII. RELATED WORKS

The goal of our approach is to measure the size of an application. Niknafs [23] states that while a requirements engineer has in-depth domain knowledge that helps him to understand the problem easier, he can nevertheless fall for tacit assumptions of the domain and might overlook issues that are obvious to domain experts. Since we model the application through a glossary that must be refined from a general glossary of the domain, our approach makes it possible to tackle the problem stated by Niknafs, since one requirements engineer can write the general glossary, while another can write the specific application glossary.

Our approach is also in agreement with Glinz [14] and Waldmann [29]. Glinz proposes a lightweight requirements modeling language as an alternative to textual and pictorial specifications. Waldmann states that requirements engineering must learn from agile development. In our approach, requirements specifications can be automated from LEL as in [8].

LEL can be considered a lightweight requirements model to be used in agile methodologies. Although LEL is an early product, the measurement from early products (and early activities) was shown to be effective by Tsunoda in [28]. This early measurement is also important for business decisions [20], and it is crucial for small companies that do not have a defined process [6].

Abrahao [1] proposes a measurement procedure (ReqPoints) to estimate the size of object-oriented software projects from a requirements specification. Specifically, a set of measurement rules is defined as a mapping between the concepts of the Requirements Metamodel onto the concepts of the Function Point Analysis (FPA) Metamodel. Our approach is similar to Abrahao’s since the elementary
functions identified are similar to verb symbols. Then, they map the elements onto Function Points while we map them onto Use Case Points.

Harput et al [16] present an approach to apply FPA to an object-oriented requirements model which is specified with scenarios as well as sequence diagrams and class diagrams. This approach defines rules to interpret the object-oriented model and apply FPA. It is similar to our approach because in some way we provide a strategy to interpret the LEL as if it were UC; nevertheless our translation is simpler. This is an important distinction: we work with a simple and easy to use technique, i.e., LEL. These features are essential to foster applicability and improve the results obtained. Anda et al [3] and Ribu [26] report the difficulty of estimating from complex structures. Anda reports the results of three industrial case studies on the application of a method based on Use Case Points. They state that the design of the use case models has a strong impact on the estimation, since the more complex the design of the product, the more difficult and more sensible the application of the estimation techniques is. Ribu agrees with these views, reporting that the main difficulty she encountered when applying the Use Case Points method was that practitioners wrote use cases in very different ways and with different levels of detail. Our approach relies on LEL, and although different subjects can bias the descriptions, LEL has very basic rules which help to write homogeneous descriptions.

Cockcroft [11] empirically proved that it is possible to calculate the size of a data flow diagram (which is built early at software development) and this size is related to the code line of the coded application. MacDonell [22] works on measuring the specification and the relationship between specification and process effort. We work with the specification of the application, but the size we obtain can be translated to effort because there is a relationship between LEL-points and Use Case Points obtained from the Use Cases derived from LEL. Zhao [32] calculates a measuring from an ER diagram. He developed a complexity path in a data-oriented model. Although our model is functional oriented, it also has object symbols which make a similar analysis possible. Grimstad [15] states that estimation-irrelevant information should be removed from the requirements specification prior to its use as input to estimate work. Since we use raw material to construct Use Cases, our approach is in agreement with Grimstad’s.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach to calculate the size of an application from the application language captured by the Language Extended Lexicon. Estimating the size of the application prior to requirements specification can be very difficult, and wrong measures are dangerous for project planning. With the approach proposed we focus on the language, and from there we estimate the size of the application. With this size in mind, a more realistic estimation can be performed before the existence of a requirements specification.

Our approach consists in analyzing the Language Extended Lexicon in the same way as Use Case Points analyzes Use Cases. Since there is a strategy to derive Use Cases from the Language Extended Lexicon, we have adapted Use Case Points based on Use Case derivation from LEL in order to measure LEL. Thus, if we have LEL, we can measure them directly and avoid the extra effort of deriving Use Cases and then calculating Use Case Points from such a derivation. Although it is necessary to elicit and analyze requirements to transform the domain LEL into a specific application LEL, we believe it is useful for requirements engineers who use LEL, as the extra effort they make adjusting the LEL is less than the effort necessary to specify Use Cases. From that LEL, Unadjusted LEL Points can be semi-automatically calculated obtaining a measure of the system previous to specifying its requirements.

The similarities between Use Case Points and LEL Points arise from the fact that the design of LEL Points is based on Use Case Points. In this paper we described an experiment which showed that the measures obtained using LEL Points have an equal or smaller variance than Use Case Points. In order to further sustain this initial result, we are working on more evaluations based on different case studies. Particularly, we are working on obtaining measures from enough participants in order to perform a statistical analysis. We are also working in tool support to partial automate the counting process.
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